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Item 2.02                      Results of Operations and Financial Condition.
 
On May 3, 2012, the Company issued a press release announcing its financial results for the quarter ended March 31, 2012.  The full text of the press release is furnished as
Exhibit 99.1 to this Current Report on Form 8-K and incorporated by reference into this Item 2.02.

On May 3, 2012, the Company held a conference call with respect to these financial results. The conference call was open to the public. The transcript and slide presentation that
accompanied the call are furnished as Exhibit 99.2 to this Current Report on Form 8-K and incorporated by reference into this Item 2.02.

Item 9.01                      Financial Statements and Exhibits.

(d)                                  Exhibits. The following exhibits are being furnished pursuant to Item 2.02 above.
  
Exhibit No. Description
  
99.1 Press release dated May 3, 2012
99.2 Conference call transcript and slide presentation for Earnings Call –

May 3, 2012
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Exhibit 99.1
 
 

MAXIMUS Reports Fiscal 2012 Second Quarter Results
 

- Company Completes PSI Acquisition and Updates Guidance -
 
 
RESTON, Va.--(BUSINESS WIRE)--May 3, 2012--MAXIMUS (NYSE: MMS), a leading provider of government services worldwide, today reported financial results for its
fiscal second quarter ended March 31, 2012.
 
Key highlights include:
 
 ● Revenue for the second quarter grew 7% to $243.5 million compared to the same period last year.
 
 ● Adjusted diluted earnings per share from continuing operations totaled $0.49 for the second quarter.
 
 ● The Company generated strong cash in the second quarter with cash provided by operating activities from continuing operations of $41.5 million and free cash flow of

$36.4 million.
 
 ● Cash and cash equivalents totaled $229.5 million at March 31, 2012.
 
 ● Subsequent to quarter end, the Company signed the $450 million extension for its Australian contract.
 
 ● On April 30, 2012, MAXIMUS closed its acquisition of Policy Studies Inc. for a cash purchase price of $67 million.
 
Revenue for the fiscal 2012 second quarter increased 7% to $243.5 million compared to $227.1 million for the same period last year, driven by growth in the Health Services
Segment, most notably from the Medicaid managed care expansion in Texas.
 
The Company is revising its tax rates upward to account for a greater mix of business from higher tax rate jurisdictions. In the second quarter, the Company recorded a discrete tax
adjustment expense of $3.0 million, or $0.09 per diluted share, related to higher state taxes. Second quarter earnings also included a benefit of $0.6 million, or $0.01 per diluted
share, from a net legal recovery. A normalization table is included in the accompanying financial schedules.
 
As a result, second quarter GAAP income from continuing operations, net of taxes, totaled $14.2 million, or $0.41 per diluted share. Excluding the $0.09 discrete tax expense and
the $0.01 legal recovery benefit, adjusted diluted earnings per share from continuing operations totaled $0.49. As expected, adjusted diluted earnings per share from continuing
operations were lower compared to last year primarily due to the ramp up of the Work Programme contract in the United Kingdom.
 
“Second quarter revenue and adjusted earnings from continuing operations were in-line with our expectations,” commented Richard A. Montoni, Chief Executive Officer of
MAXIMUS. “We are pleased to complete the PSI acquisition, which closed earlier this week, and we expect a seamless transition as integration efforts are underway. This
combination brings together industry-leading subject matter experts who possess extensive experience and knowledge in our core markets. The acquisition allows us to leverage
infrastructure, drive further innovation, and bring more business development resources to bear as macro trends continue to drive demand for our services around the world. Most
importantly, the acquisition of PSI is a prudent use of cash for driving growth in our core markets and it creates a stronger platform for increasing and maximizing long-term
shareholder value.”
 
 

 



 
 
Health Services Segment
 
Health Services Segment revenue for the second quarter of fiscal 2012 increased 17% to $161.2 million compared to $137.8 million for the same period last year, principally
driven by the expansion of Medicaid managed care in Texas that was completed in the second quarter. Operating income for the second quarter totaled $18.2 million with an
operating margin of 11.3%. Operating margin was lower compared to the same period last year due to normal life-cycle fluctuations in contracts that include new programs
ramping up and recently rebid contracts. Operating margin in the quarter was also tempered by growth from a lower-margin contract in Texas and increased SG&A spending on
bid and proposal activities in the second quarter.
 
Human Services Segment
 
Human Services Segment revenue for the fiscal 2012 second quarter totaled $82.3 million, which was 8% lower (10% on a constant currency basis) compared to the prior-year
period principally due to the transition to the UK Work Programme contract. Operating income for the second quarter was $8.6 million with an operating margin of 10.5%, which
is lower compared to the same period last fiscal year.
 
Sales and Pipeline
 
At April 25, 2012, fiscal year-to-date signed contract wins totaled $812 million compared to $904 million reported for the same period last year; the prior-year period included
nearly $600 million for two contract renewals. New contracts pending (awarded but unsigned) totaled $284 million compared to $526 million last year. Sales opportunities
(pipeline) at April 25, 2012 totaled $1.7 billion (consisting of $435 million in proposals pending, $446 million of proposals in preparation and $837 million in proposals tracking)
compared to $1.2 billion the prior year.
 
Balance Sheet and Cash Flows
 
Cash and cash equivalents increased to $229.5 million at March 31, 2012. For the fiscal 2012 second quarter, cash provided by operating activities from continuing operations
totaled $41.5 million with free cash flow of $36.4 million. The Company defines free cash flow as cash provided by operating activities from continuing operations of $41.5
million, less cash paid for property and equipment of $4.0 million and capitalized software of $1.1 million. Cash flow in the quarter was driven by solid net income and strong
collections, which led to improved Days Sales Outstanding (DSO) of 55 days in the quarter.
 
On February 29, 2012, MAXIMUS paid a quarterly cash dividend of $0.09 per share and in April 2012, the Company announced its next quarterly cash dividend of $0.09 per
share, payable on May 31, 2012 to shareholders of record on May 15, 2012.
 
In anticipation of the acquisition of PSI, MAXIMUS did not purchase shares during the second quarter of fiscal 2012. At March 31, 2012, the Company had $129.8 million
available for repurchases under the current program.
 
Outlook
 
The Company is updating its fiscal 2012 guidance to include the contributions from the acquisition of PSI for the period from May 1, 2012 through September 30, 2012. PSI is
expected to generate approximately $55 million to $60 million in revenue for fiscal 2012. MAXIMUS now expects consolidated revenue from continuing operations in the range
of $1.030 billion to $1.060 billion for fiscal 2012, which is an increase from its prior guidance of $980 million to $1.015 billion. Excluding acquisition-related costs, the
Company expects PSI to be up to $0.05 accretive in fiscal 2012, which is expected to be offset by a higher tax rate for the remainder of the fiscal year. As a result, the Company
still expects adjusted diluted earnings per share from continuing operations in the range of $2.20 to $2.30.
 
 

 



 
 
Website Presentation, Conference Call and Webcast Information
 
 
MAXIMUS will host a conference call this morning, May 3, 2012, at 9:00 a.m. (ET). The call is open to the public and can be accessed under the Investor Relations page of
the Company’s website at www.maximus.com or by calling:
 

877.407.8289 (Domestic)/201.689.8341 (International)
 
For those unable to listen to the live call, a replay will be available through May 17, 2012. Callers can access the replay by calling:
 

877.660.6853 (Domestic)/201.612.7415 (International)
Replay account number: 316

Replay conference ID number: 393073
 
About MAXIMUS
 
MAXIMUS is a leading health and human services administrator for governments in the United States, United Kingdom, Canada and Australia. The Company delivers
administrative solutions to improve the cost effectiveness, efficiency and quality of government-sponsored benefit programs, such as Medicaid, Medicare, Children's Health
Insurance Program (CHIP), Health Insurance BC (British Columbia), as well as welfare-to-work and child support enforcement programs across the globe. The Company's
primary customer base includes federal, provincial, state, county and municipal governments. Operating under its founding mission of Helping Government Serve the People®,
MAXIMUS has more than 8,800 employees located in more than 270 offices worldwide. For more information, visit www.maximus.com.
 
Non-GAAP Measures
 
This release refers to non-GAAP financial measures, including free cash flows from operating activities and adjusted diluted earnings per share from continuing operations.
The Company believes the measure of free cash flows from operations is a useful basis for comparing its performance to prior periods and competitors and to analyze the
underlying trends in the Company’s business. The presentation of free cash flows from continuing operations should not be considered in isolation, nor should it be used in
place of net income or cash flows from operating activities as a measure of performance. The Company believes the measure of adjusted diluted earnings per share from
continuing operations provides a framework for assessing how the ongoing business performed, or is expected to perform, excluding the effects of legal and settlement
expenses or recoveries and certain discrete tax items which have not occurred in the most recent prior years. These adjustments may vary significantly and, in the opinion of
management, do not reflect the underlying business of the Company. Adjusted diluted earnings per share should not be used in isolation, nor should it be used in place of
diluted earnings per share as a measure of profitability. Reconciliations of both non-GAAP measures to their most comparable GAAP measure have been included in this
document.
 
Statements that are not historical facts, including statements about the Company's confidence and strategies and the Company's expectations about revenues, results of
operations, profitability, future contracts, market opportunities, market demand or acceptance of the Company's products are forward-looking statements that involve risks
and uncertainties. These uncertainties could cause the Company's actual results to differ materially from those indicated by such forward-looking statements and include
reliance on government clients; risks associated with government contracting; risks involved in managing government projects; legislative changes and political
developments; opposition from government unions; challenges resulting from growth; adverse publicity; and legal, economic, and other risks detailed in Exhibit 99.1 to the
Company's most recent Annual Report filed with the Securities and Exchange Commission, found on www.maximus.com.
 
 

 



 
 

MAXIMUS, Inc.  
CONSOLIDATED BALANCE SHEETS  

(In thousands)  
       
  March 31,   September 30,  
  2012   2011  
  (unaudited)     

ASSETS       
Current assets:       

Cash and cash equivalents  $ 229,537  $ 172,950 
Restricted cash   6,681   4,839 
Accounts receivable — billed, net of reserves of $3,486 and $3,265   140,664   146,900 
Accounts receivable — unbilled   7,242   7,170 
Prepaid income taxes   4,109   12,959 
Deferred income taxes   23,943   19,256 
Prepaid expenses and other current assets   29,406   27,202 

Total current assets   441,582   391,276 
         
Property and equipment, net   50,722   51,740 
Capitalized software, net   26,697   26,616 
Goodwill   72,705   71,323 
Intangible assets, net   5,246   5,651 
Deferred contract costs, net   6,939   8,020 
Deferred income taxes   812   732 
Deferred compensation plan assets   9,116   8,004 
Other assets, net   2,015   1,917 

Total assets  $ 615,834  $ 565,279 
         

LIABILITIES AND SHAREHOLDERS’ EQUITY         
Current liabilities:         

Accounts payable  $ 67,278  $ 55,470 
Accrued compensation and benefits   40,409   47,748 
Deferred revenue   59,265   47,902 
Current portion of long-term debt   132   42 
Acquisition-related contingent consideration   2,005   1,840 
Income taxes payable   5,497   5,104 
Other accrued liabilities   2,377   5,787 

Total current liabilities   176,963   163,893 
Deferred revenue, less current portion   3,553   2,575 
Long-term debt   1,625   1,654 
Acquisition-related contingent consideration, less current portion   401   388 
Income taxes payable, less current portion   1,538   1,484 
Deferred income taxes   11,136   11,945 

Deferred compensation plan liabilities, less current portion   9,895   8,883 

Total liabilities   205,111   190,822 
         
Shareholders’ equity:         

Common stock, no par value; 60,000 shares authorized;
    56,413 and 56,018 shares issued and 33,951 and 33,793 shares outstanding at March 31, 2012
    and September 30, 2011, at stated amount, respectively   389,477   377,579 
Treasury stock, at cost; 22,462 and 22,225 shares at March 31, 2012
    and September 30, 2011, respectively   (425,651)   (416,850)

Accumulated other comprehensive income   20,069   12,480 
Retained earnings   426,828   401,248 

Total shareholders’ equity   410,723   374,457 
Total liabilities and shareholders’ equity  $ 615,834  $ 565,279 

 
 

 



 
 

MAXIMUS, Inc.
CONSOLIDATED STATEMENTS OF OPERATIONS

(In thousands, except per share data)
(Unaudited)

      
  Three Months   Six Months
  Ended March 31,   Ended March 31,
  2012   2011   2012   2011
Revenue  $ 243,452  $ 227,116  $ 483,055  $ 441,230 
Cost of revenue   178,686   164,050   358,442   322,205 

Gross profit   64,766   63,066   124,613   119,025 
Selling, general and administrative expenses   37,959   33,572   70,715   62,239 
Legal and settlement recovery, net   591   —   405   — 

Operating income from continuing operations   27,398   29,494   54,303   56,786 
Interest and other income, net   824   919   1,928   1,410 

Income from continuing operations before income taxes   28,222   30,413   56,231   58,196 
Provision for income taxes   14,011   11,375   24,362   21,571 

Income from continuing operations   14,211   19,038   31,869   36,625 
                 
Discontinued operations, net of income taxes:                 

Income (loss) from discontinued operations   —   (265)   —   (265)
Gain (loss) on disposal   62   (554)   108   (659)
Income (loss) from discontinued operations   62   (819)   108   (924)

                 
Net income  $ 14,273  $ 18,219  $ 31,977  $ 35,701 

                 
Basic earnings (loss) per share:                 

Income from continuing operations  $ 0.42  $ 0.55  $ 0.95  $ 1.06 
Income (loss) from discontinued operations   —   (0.02)   —   (0.02)
Basic earnings per share  $ 0.42  $ 0.53  $ 0.95  $ 1.04 

                 
Diluted earnings (loss) per share:                 

Income from continuing operations  $ 0.41  $ 0.54  $ 0.92  $ 1.03 
Income (loss) from discontinued operations   —   (0.03)   —   (0.02)
Diluted earnings per share  $ 0.41  $ 0.51  $ 0.92  $ 1.01 

                 
Dividends paid per share  $ 0.09  $ 0.08  $ 0.18  $ 0.14 
                 
Weighted average shares outstanding:                 

Basic   33,788   34,422   33,725   34,392 
Diluted   34,728   35,574   34,638   35,500 

 
 

 



 
 
      

MAXIMUS, Inc,
CONSOLIDATED STATEMENT OF CASH FLOWS

(In thousands, except per share data)
(Unaudited)

      
  Three Months   Six Months
  Ended March 31,   Ended March 31,
  2012   2011   2012   2011
Cash flows from operating activities:                
Net income  $ 14,273  $ 18,219  $ 31,977  $ 35,701 
Adjustments to reconcile net income to net cash
provided by operating activities:            

Loss from discontinued operations  (62)  819  (108)  924 
Depreciation and amortization  5,434  5,551  11,545  10,783 
Deferred income taxes  (2,891)  156  (5,315)  1,146 
Non-cash equity based compensation  2,836  2,438  5,633  4,495 

Change in assets and liabilities:            
Accounts receivable — billed  9,741  (23,741)  7,268  (1,596)
Accounts receivable — unbilled  355  3,575  (63)  2,021 
Prepaid expenses and other current assets  (2,471)  628  (4,092)  1,669 
Deferred contract costs  319  (649)  1,109  (1,229)
Accounts payable  4,528  8,339  12,298  12,287 
Accrued compensation and benefits  4,266  4,986  (6,287)  (6,567)
Deferred revenue  3,662  (6,026)  11,291  (11,296)
Income taxes  3,932  (6,864)  8,910  (10,334)
Other assets and liabilities  (2,440)  (1,426)  (5,128)  (1,618)

Cash provided by continuing operations  41,482  6,005  69,038  36,386 
Cash used in discontinued operations  —  (212)  —  (951)
Cash provided by operating activities  41,482  5,793  69,038  35,435 
            
Cash flows from investing activities:            

Proceeds from sale of discontinued operations  —  —  2,240  — 
Purchases of property and equipment  (4,022)  (4,057)  (6,576)  (6,464)
Capitalized software costs  (1,112)  (1,574)  (1,832)  (3,872)

Proceeds from note receivable  124  —  272  — 

Cash used in investing activities — continuing ops  (5,010)  (5,631)  (5,896)  (10,336)
            
Cash flows from financing activities:            

Employee stock transactions  1,959  3,684  1,687  8,013 
Repurchases of common stock  —  (89)  (9,749)  (8,459)
Tax benefit due to option exercises and restricted stock units vesting  770  2,787  2,510  3,818 
Issuance of long-term debt  —  300  —  300 
Cash dividends paid  (3,038)  (2,576)  (6,061)  (4,643)

Cash used in financing activities — continuing ops  (309)  4,106  (11,613)  (971)
    
Effect of exchange rate changes on cash and cash equivalents  2,326  1,883  5,058  3,706 
            
Net increase in cash and cash equivalents  38,489  6,151  56,587  27,834 
            
Cash and cash equivalents, beginning of period  191,048  177,004  172,950  155,321 
            
Cash and cash equivalents, end of period  $ 229,537  $ 183,155  $ 229,537  $ 183,155 
 
 

 



 
 

MAXIMUS, Inc.  
SEGMENT INFORMATION  

(Dollars in thousands)  
(Unaudited)  

       
  Three Months Ended March 31,   Six Months Ended March 31,  
  2012   %(1)    2011   %(1)   2012   %(1)   2011   %(1)  
                                
Revenue:                                

Health Services  $ 161,170   100%  $ 137,779   100%  $ 319,213   100%  $ 267,790   100%
Human Services   82,282   100%   89,337   100%   163,842   100%   173,440   100%

Total   243,452   100%   227,116   100%   483,055   100%   441,230   100%
                                 
Gross Profit:                                 

Health services   41,137   25.5%   38,320   27.8%   77,136   24.2%   72,597   27.1%
Human Services   23,629   28.7%   24,746   27.7%   47,477   29.0%   46,428   26.8%

Total   64,766   26.6%   63,066   27.8%   124,613   25.8%   119,025   27.0%
                                 
Selling, general, and administrative expense:                                 

Health Services   22,935   14.2%   18,968   13.8%   42,151   13.2%   34,422   12.9%
Human Services   15,024   18.3%   14,623   16.4%   28,564   17.4%   27,802   16.0%
Corporate/Other   —  NM   (19)  NM   —  NM   15  NM 

Total   37,959   15.6%   33,572   14.8%   70,715   14.6%   62,239   14.1%
                                 
Operating income from continuing operations:                                 

Health services   18,202   11.3%   19,352   14.0%   34,985   11.0%   38,175   14.3%
Human Services   8,605   10.5%   10,123   11.3%   18,913   11.5%   18,626   10.7%
Corporate/Other   —  NM   19  NM   —  NM   (15)  NM 

Subtotal: Segment Operating Income   26,807   11.0%   29,494   13.0%   53,898   11.2%   56,786   12.9%
Legal and settlement recovery (expense), net   591  NM   —  NM   405  NM   —  NM 

Total  $ 27,398   11.3%  $ 29,494   13.0%  $ 54,303   11.2%  $ 56,786   12.9%

(1)  Percentage of respective segment revenue. Changes not considered meaningful are marked “NM.”
 
 

 



 
 

MAXIMUS, Inc.
Supplemental Pro Forma Diluted EPS from Continuing Operations ("Adjusted Diluted EPS")

FY 2011 and FY 2012
(Unaudited)

 
 Quarter Ended   Year  
             Ended  
  Dec. 31,    Mar. 31,    Jun. 30,    Sept. 30,   Sept. 30,  
 2010   2011   2011   2011   2011  
Diluted EPS from continuing operations-GAAP basis $ 0.50  $ 0.54  $ 0.56  $ 0.73  $ 2.31 
           
Pro forma adjustments:           

Legal and settlement expense (recovery), net  –   –   –   (0.02)   (0.02)
Adjustment for tax accounts  0.01   0.01   0.01   (0.07)   (0.04)

Subtotal pro forma adjustments  0.01   0.01   0.01   (0.09)   (0.06)
           
Adjusted Diluted EPS from continuing operations $ 0.51  $ 0.55  $ 0.57  $ 0.64  $ 2.25 
    
    
 Quarter Ended   
          
  Dec. 31,   Mar. 31,          
 2011   2012          
Diluted EPS from continuing operations-GAAP basis $ 0.51  $ 0.41       
           
Pro forma adjustments:           

Legal and settlement expense (recovery), net  –   (0.01)       
Tax rate adjustment charge  –   0.09       

Subtotal pro forma adjustments  –   0.08       
           
Adjusted Diluted EPS from continuing operations $ 0.51  $ 0.49       
 
CONTACT:
MAXIMUS, Inc.
Lisa Miles, 703-251-8637
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PRESENTATION
 
Operator
 
Greetings and welcome to the MAXIMUS fiscal 2012 second quarter conference call. At this time all participants are in a listen-only mode. A brief question-and-answer
session will follow the formal presentation. (Operator Instructions)
 
As reminder, this conference is being recorded. It is now my pleasure to introduce your host, Lisa Miles, Vice President  of Investor Relations forMAXIMUS.Thank you,
Miss Miles, you may begin.

 
Lisa Miles - MAXIMUS - IR
Good morning. Thank you for joining us on today's conference call. I would like to point out that we have posted a presentation to our website under the investor
relations page to assist you in following along with today's call.With me today is Rich Montoni, Chief Executive Officer, and David Walker, Chief Financial Officer.
Following Rich's prepared comments we will open the call up for Q&A.
 
Before we begin, I'd like to remind everyone that a number of statements being made today will be forward-looking in nature. Please remember that such statements are
only predictions and actual events and results may differ materially as a result of risks we face including those discussed in exhibit 99.1 of our SEC filings.We encourage
you to review the summary of these risks in our most recent 10K filed with the SEC.The Company does not assume any obligation to revise or update these forward-
looking statements to reflect subsequent events or circumstances. And with that, I will turn the call over to Dave.
 

 
David Walker - MAXIMUS - CFO
Thanks, Lisa. Good morning, everyone. Once again, MAXIMUS reported another solid quarter of financial results with revenue increasing 7% to $243.5 million compared
to last year. Growth in the quarter was driven by the Health Services segment. This was offset by the anticipated lower revenue in the Human Services segment that resulted
from the revenue ramp up on the Work Programme in the UK.
 
Operating income, excluding net legal recoveries, totaled $26.8 million in the second fiscal quarter with associated operating margins of 11%. As noted in this morning's
press release we are revising our tax rate upward to account for a greater mix of business in higher tax rate jurisdictions. As part of this adjustment, second quarter results
include a discrete tax charge of $3 million or $0.09 per diluted share related to higher state taxes incurred in prior periods. In addition to this tax true up, we increased our
tax rate for the year to 38%.
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As a result, second quarter GAAP income from continuing operations, net of taxes, totaled $14.2 million or $0.41 per diluted share. The $0.41 of earnings also includes a
$0.01 benefit related to a legal insurance recovery. Excluding this $0.01 benefit and the $0.09 tax charge in the quarter, adjusted diluted earnings per share from continuing
operations were $0.49. And as always, we've included a supplemental table in the PowerPoint presentation to help investors understand the quarter's highlights.The same
table can also be found on the last page of this morning's press release.
 
Subsequent to quarter close, we completed the acquisition of PSI in an all cash transaction which Rich will cover in his prepared remarks.
 
Let's turn our attention to results by segment.The Health Services segment delivered another good quarter with revenue growing 17% to $161.2 million compared to the same
period last year driven by the managed care expansion in Texas.The segment also benefited from organic growth from new work and strong volumes in existing programs.
 
During the quarter we completed contractually planned activities for the managed care rollout in Texas which bolstered revenue in the first half of the year.We've since
ramped down the managed care expansion activities and expect that contributions from this contract will return to more normalized levels beginning in the third quarter.
 
For the second quarter of fiscal 2012, operating income for the Health Services segments was $18.2 million with an operating margin of 11.3%.We continue to experience
favorable volumes in a couple of contracts, most notably in our federal Medicare appeals business with increased volumes generated by the Recovery Audit Contractors, or
RACs as they are more commonly known.
 
Operating margin was lower compared to the same period last year principally due to normal contract lifecycle.This would include new programs that are in the first year of
the business cycle as well as some recently rebid contracts. During the quarter, we also had an increased amount of bid and proposal activities included in SG&A. And as we
noted in the first fiscal quarter, the revenue expansion from the lower margin Texas contract dampened the operating margin in the quarter.
 
Turning to Human Services, the segment performed in line with our expectations. Second quarter revenue for the Human Services segment totaled $82.3 million and was
lower compared to last year as we transitioned to the United Kingdom Work Programme contract. Similarly, the UK contract lowered operating income in the quarter which
totaled $8.6 million with a margin of 10.5%. Despite the losses on the UK Work Programme in the current quarter, results were only slightly down compared to the same
quarter last year. This is because last year's results included a loss of $4.2 million on a fixed price contract that has since been successfully resolved.
 
Consistent with our prior guidance, the losses in the UK peaked in the second fiscal quarter and we still remain on track for the contract to breakeven in the fourth quarter. As
a reminder, the nature of the program ties vendors to longer term outcome based payments. As we've gained experience on the program, we've started to achieve confirming
data points that provide us with better trend data, improve our overall visibility, and allow us to update our financial model.
 
Based on this data, we expect that revenues will be lower than our previous forecast, but the bottom line is still tracking in line with our original expectations.We now expect
fiscal year '12 revenue from this contract to come in between $22 million and $24 million versus our prior estimate of $30 million.We are tweaking our fiscal year '13 and
fiscal year '14 revenue down by only $5 million and now expect revenue of $70 million and $90 million respectively. Our operating margin assumptions remain unchanged at
15% for these out years.
 
The top line refinement is driven by a number of factors, so let me walk you through exactly what we're seeing. First, as we mentioned last quarter, overall volumes are
coming in higher than our original expectations. In addition, we're starting to see the caseload mix self correct with volumes from the harder to serve cases picking up in the
last few months and returning to levels that we anticipated in our original plan.
 
The number of placements we're achieving, or the number of people we actually find a job for, are tracking as planned. The achievement of outcomes, or those people that
remain in the job for a specified period of time, typically 26 weeks or 13 weeks, are tracking a little softer than expected. Part of this softness is related to the outcome
verification process which the Department of Work and Pensions modified at the end of March. This modification should help our outcome achievement rates going forward.
So when you add it all up, these factors create a short term impact on revenue in fiscal '12 because of how revenue ramps over time.
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We have also closely managed costs so we are now expecting a loss in the range of $8 million to $9 million and remain on track to breakeven in the fourth quarter. But most
importantly, we still believe that we're fundamentally on target for fiscal year '13 and beyond and we remain optimistic on the longer term outlook of the program.We firmly
believe that the economics remain sound and we still expect the program to be a solid contributor to profitability over the life of the contract.
 
Moving onto cash flow and balance sheet items, net income in the quarter contributed to another quarter of strong cash flows. Cash flow in the fiscal second quarter was
exceptional strong driven most notably by solid receivable collections and favorable DSOs of 55 days. Cash provided by operating activities from continuing operations totaled
$41.5 million for the second quarter with free cash flow of $36.4 million. Our balance sheet remains sound and at March 31st we had $229.5 million in cash and cash
equivalents of which approximately 51% was held overseas.
 
During the quarter we did not repurchase any shares in anticipation of the PSI acquisition.We purchased PSI with $67 million in cash and we also expect nonrecurring merger
related expenses of approximately $4 million.
 
Before I hand the call over to Rich, I'll wrap up with guidance. For fiscal 2012 we are updating our guidance to include the acquisition of PSI for the five months from May 1st
through September 30th. For fiscal 2012, we expect PSI to generate revenue in the range of $55 million to $60 million, of which approximately 40% will be attributable to the
Health segment and the remaining 60% will be attributable to the Human Services segment. As a result, we now expect total company revenue to range between $1.03 billion
and $1.06 billion, up from our prior estimate of $980 million to $1.015 billion.
 
We are maintaining our earnings estimates for fiscal 2012 and still expect adjusted diluted earnings per share from continuing operations to range between $2.20 and $2.30,
which excludes nonrecurring acquisition related charges, legal recovery benefits and the discrete tax charge taken in second quarter.We expect that the acquisition of PSI will
provide up to $0.05 of accretion which is offset by the increase in our full year tax rate to 38%.
 
We also wanted to update you on the status of the change order that we discussed on our last earnings call.We are making significant progress as we continue to work
collaboratively with the client on the overall scope of the modification.We still expect the modification to be approximately $0.08 per share and to be completed in the back
half of the year, and more specifically, in the fourth quarter. Furthermore, we still expect to achieve our guidance range with or without the change order. But depending on the
nature, extent and amount of the change order, it could provide some upside to the top of our forecasted range.
 
We are also updating our cash flow guidance.We now expect cash provided by operating activities derived from continuing operations to be in the range of $100 million to
$120 million. And we expect free cash flow from continuing operations to be in the range of $75 million to $95 million.
 
And with that, I will turn the call over to Rich.

 
Rich Montoni - MAXIMUS - CEO
 
Thanks, David. Good morning everyone.We're pleased to report another solid quarter which keeps us on track to achieve our full year guidance.
 
On Tuesday, MAXIMUS completed the purchase of PSI, so I'd like to begin with the specifics surrounding the acquisition. One of the ways that MAXIMUS drives long term
shareholder value is to use our excess cash in a variety of ways including strategic acquisitions. At the end of last fiscal year, we stated one of our short term goals was to make
qualified acquisitions.We've been deliberatively selective with our acquisition activity, seeking opportunities that compliment and fit well within our current business portfolio.
 
We are seeking close fitting companies that we understand well and that we view as low risk with attractive upside. The completion of the PSI acquisition on April 30th fits
this model perfectly and is an important step towards achieving our short term goals. Like MAXIMUS, PSI has a core focus on the administration of government health and
human services programs. The PSI portfolio includes Medicaid and CHIP administration, child support enforcement, and welfare to work contracts, as well as specialized
consulting services. Many of these contracts allow us to grow our market share and cultivate new client relationships.
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As we blend the PSI contracts into our business, it's important to note that these contracts currently run below our 10% to 15% operating margin range. This is due in part to
several key projects that are in startup phase. Our long term goal is to institute many of the same business optimization strategies that we put into place six years ago at
MAXIMUS.We are confident that we can bring these margins up to at least 10% over the next several years.
 
A full integration effort is underway and our goal is to achieve a swift but thoughtful combination of our businesses.We expect a smooth and seamless integration and the
MAXIMUS/PSI team is already implementing a detailed integration plan covering all business areas. Throughout the transition period, we are maintaining a laser sharp focus
on service delivery for our clients. This remains our number one priority.
 
The strategy behind the acquisition centers on the services we provide to our government clients. The addition of PSI improves our ability to help our clients meet their
challenges of running efficient and effective public programs.The combined organization yields a great number of benefits to the clients of both firms. These benefits include
increased operational resources, efficient shared services, enhanced subject matter expertise, innovative BPO and technology, and financial stability.
 
A high degree of overlap exists between the operations of MAXIMUS and PSI, making this acquisition a natural fit.We are excited to blend the PSI contracts into our domestic
Health and Human Services portfolio and I'd like to take a moment to walk you through the benefits of the acquisition by segment.We've included several slides in today's
presentation that give you a high level overview of the enhanced portfolio and the market share landscape.
 
Starting with health services, PSI brings 7 Medicaid and CHIP contracts including those with marquee CHIP clients such as Georgia and Florida. With the addition of PSI's
health portfolio, MAXIMUS serves an additional 2 million CHIP and Medicaid beneficiaries. MAXIMUS has a long term history of effectively serving many states. In
particular, larger tier one states with complex programs in diverse beneficiary populations.With the addition of PSI, we gain several additional tier one clients including
Georgia and Florida. In addition to longstanding and excellent client relationships, PSI has developed innovative approaches to meeting the unique policy and program
requirements in the states they serve.
 
The combination of MAXIMUS and PSI offers a broad range of capabilities, both technical and operational, and additional economies of scale to meet the diverse needs of our
clients better. As health reform continues to develop and states plan the rollout of their health insurance exchanges, MAXIMUS and PSI together offer additional options and
long term stability for existing clients while bringing together two highly experienced and innovative firms to address the needs of state clients and the federal government.
 
On the Human Services side, the acquisition adds new Welfare to Work and consulting contracts and meaningfully grows our market share in child support. PSI provides
additional qualifications that now open up entirely new adjacent child support markets where MAXIMUS has historically not been a meaningful player. PSI brings a long
history of success in the child support market with extensive experience and industry leading best practices.
 
PSI also offers more operational resources to tackle the increasing demand in filling gaps where we may have been resource constrained in the past. And as market demand for
our services continues to increase, the acquisition brings more resources to bear as we grow the business and capitalize on new Health and Human Services opportunities both
here in the US and abroad. We're really excited about the breadth and depth of experience and innovation that PSI employees bring to MAXIMUS. We share a common
commitment of serving our government partners and ultimately improving the lives of citizens around the world. So we're pleased to wrap up the acquisition and welcome the
PSI employees to the MAXIMUS team.
 
Now turning to healthcare reform in the US. The implementation of ACA continues to be a pressing concern for states of all sizes in the different phases of reform.We
recognize that some states are waiting to see if the Supreme Court decision impacts the healthcare reform law. And while we can't speculate on this decision, we have
completed a thorough analysis of our strategy under the various potential outcomes.
 
As we've mentioned before, one of the variations of health reform is a gradual ramp up of the establishment of exchanges on a state by state basis. An April 17th Reuters piece
noted that some states are moving ahead with reform regardless of whether the Supreme Court overturns pieces of  ACA or the entire law. To date, 16 states and the District of
Columbia have legislation or executive orders directing the implementation of ACA. These states, along with other states that have the political support for the law's goals, will
continue pursuing some level of reform. And many are looking at the viability and sustainability of different models in the event that ACA is overturned.
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Regardless of the direction or speed of reform, the underlying fundamental social challenges won't go away just because the law is changed or modified. Individuals who aren't
eligible for public programs or don't have access to employer sponsored coverage are simply more likely to turn to emergency rooms as their primary source of medical
treatment. Underserved and uninsured populations still must be connected to coverage that best meets their individual needs.To accomplish this goal, states will need to retain
cost effective solutions from partners who are independent and free from any conflict of interest.
 
In the meantime, the health insurance exchange procurement marketplace is rolling out just as we anticipated with the additional focus on technology bids designed for system
integrators.While MAXIMUS is not a system integrator, we are selectively participating in these initial bids and that's in a subcontractor role. For us, these initial bids are more
of a toe in the water opportunity.We view them as tactical presence to maintain an awareness as the HIX market continues to progress.
 
Once the technology is built out, the operational focus will shift to the BPO and healthcare consumer engagement and service.These administrative functions are right in the
sweet spot for MAXIMUS and we look forward to applying our experience, independence and best practices for Medicaid and CHIP to help insurance exchanges.
 
Moving on to an update on our international activities in the UK, our Work Programme operations are up and running and that's at full speed and they remain fundamentally on
track. As David noted, we still expect to break even in the fourth quarter of fiscal '12.The lower revenue forecast for the year is balanced by the recent process modifications
implemented by the Department of Work and Pensions.These modifications are expected to improve the outcome verification process going forward. As we've talked about
historically, we run these programs with a large portion of [varied] costs which allows us to efficiently and effectively manage resources to achieve our bottom line results.
 
Much like under the previous flexible new deal program, the UK government plans to publish performance outcomes for work program vendors. These results are expected in
the fall, but the UK Employment Minister has stated he anticipates the results could lead to a shakeout in the supply chain of vendors.We believe our performance has been
strong relative to the pack and we believe we are well on the way to making this a successful project.
 
We also have great news to share from Australia today.We recently signed a three-year, $450 million expansion to our job services Australia contract. As a result of our
exceptional performance as publicized in the star rating, we picked up some additional work in Ipswich, South Brisbane, and Western Downs through the reallocation
process.This new work increases our national caseload by approximately 3%.
 
Moving onto new awards in the sales pipeline, as a reminder, fiscal '12 continues to be fairly light rebids compared to fiscal 'l1 which had several large rebid awards. At April
25th, our fiscal year to date signed contract wins totaled $812 million which includes the Australia contract extension. New contracts pending are those that are awarded but
unsigned, totaled $284 million. Our pipeline of sales opportunities at April 25th remains strong at $1.7 billion. And as a reminder, investors should expect routine fluctuations
between the pipeline and the new sales categories. These shifts are driven by the different stages in the procurement process as well as the timing of when contracts are awarded
and ultimately signed.
 
In summary, we continue to make solid progress on our short term goals.We are successfully ramping up operations in the UK and remain on track to achieve breakeven status
in the fourth quarter.We continue to move forward with our business development plans for winning our fair share of healthcare reform contracts.We have completed the
strategic acquisition of PSI, a growth platform that will help us drive long term value for our shareholders.We view the acquisition as a prudent use of cash as we drive growth
in our core markets.
 
Moving forward, we intend to employ the same fundamental principles of cash deployment which include investing in business development and growth prospects across all
our markets including organic and through acquisition, continuing our quarterly cash dividend strategy, and finally, executing on our share buybacks in an opportunistic
fashion. But most importantly, the team remains committed to growing the business and delivering long term shareholder value.
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And with that, let's open it up for questions. Operator?

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS
 
Operator
 
(Operator Instructions). Charlie Strauzer, CJS Securities. 

Charlie Strauzer - CJS Securities - Analyst
 
Good morning. Rich, if you could, give us a little bit more color on the PSI acquisition and how you expect the year to kind of unfold with the addition of that from a revenue
and earnings perspective? 

Rich Montoni - MAXIMUS - CEO
 
Good morning, Charlie, I'd be pleased to do that. Let me take it this way. Let me put some data out there as it relates to PSI.We expect that this year it's going to contribute I
think the midpoint is $57 million in revenue. And keep in mind that's for 5 months as the acquisition was completed on May 1st.
 
So when we take PSI and consider the fact that it has lower margins, it's about 60% into our Human Services segment, 40% into our health segment, the way we see the rest of
the year unfolding is as follows. On a consolidated basis from a top line perspective, we expect that our Health Services segment, we expect the full year revenue growth will be
driven principally in the entire corporation by Health Services plus PSI. And as we discussed I think last quarter, the Health Services, its organic revenue is expected to be
stronger in the first half of the year and this is due to a spike that we're getting from the expansion in Texas. Organically for the Health Services segment, we expect that's going
to come down in the back half of the year. But when you put PSI into the mix, that will bolster Q4 by an anticipated $8 million. So we see overall with PSI the Health segment
being relatively consistent in Q3 with a bolster in Q4.That Q4 relates to the change order we anticipate to receive, that's order of magnitude $8 million. So that's the story with the
Health Services segment with PSI.
 
As it relates to the Human Services side, organically, excluding PSI, that segment's revenue for fiscal '12 is expected to be relatively flat compared to '11 with quarterly revenue
lower in the first half of the year. And that's really a result of the start up in the UK and we expect that that's going to ramp back up in the second half of the year.When we put
PSI into the mix on the Human Services side, we see a significant increase in Q3 and Q4 for its revenue.
 
And again, to emphasize, that change order we expect in the fourth quarter, when we add all that together, we end up with our guidance range to be $2.20 to $2.30 which is the
same as the prior EPS adjusted earnings per share. 

Charlie Strauzer - CJS Securities - Analyst
 
Excellent, and just one quick follow up, Rich, if I could. Just when you talk about ACA and the Supreme Court is obviously reviewing that, remind us again if say ACA is
repealed or done away with and has to kind of go back to the drawing board, I know there's a lot of states saying that the health exchanges are still going to move forward.What
is the states' kind of thinking there? Why would they move forward with those if ACA is not in place? Just remind us again there.
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Rich Montoni - MAXIMUS - CEO
 
Charlie, that's a great question. As you can imagine we are day in and day out very, very much involved in the details at the state level as it relates to it. I'm going to make a
fundamental commentary and then I'm going to as Bruce Caswell who is in charge of this line of business for us and is very much involved in it. But fundamentally what I think
is going on is the Supreme Court, they will go through their deliberations from a legal perspective, but it's very important to remind ourselves that what we're trying to deal with
here is a very, very large social challenge. There are millions of people out there who otherwise don't have healthcare, need healthcare. And there's another interesting trend
that's very much playing into it and that's the number of employers who -- the decreasing number of employers who are not offering -- I'm sorry, a decreasing number of
employers offering healthcare to their employees. So there are more individuals, even employed individuals, who are not receiving healthcare from their employer.That adds an
additional pressure to these government health plans. So we've got a very large social problem.The states have to tackle it regardless of the Supreme Court deliberations. And
Bruce, why don't you talk a little bit about what you're seeing at the state level in the marketplace here?

Bruce Caswell - MAXIMUS - President and General Manager, Health Services
 
Sure. Thanks, Rich, and good morning. The -- as Rich mentioned, the dynamics have been in place for some time and really in a sense have not changed the underlying social
drivers. And many states, as you're well aware, had started to address this issue even prior to the creation of the act by looking at their insurance markets, addressing potential
reforms, and looking at ways to increase and broaden coverage for their populations. It's important to note that there are a total of 24 states that have either signed legislation,
have a workaround in place through an executive order or similar, or have a live bill for exchanges. So that really is nearly 50% of the country where there is broad I'd call it
legislative support in order to enact these types of reforms around an exchange concept. And the fundamental principle of a more transparent market and efficient market and
consumer choice driven market is sustained. That's bolstered by the availability of federal money that is flowing into these states that they don't need to give back through the
establishment grant process. So there's an infrastructure being built and there is some political weld in legislative progress that I think is sustainable going forward.

Rich Montoni - MAXIMUS - CEO
 
Next question, please?

Operator
 
Constantine Davides, JMP Securities.

Constantine Davides - JMP Securities - Analyst
 
Thanks. Good morning. I guess first, just on the UK, can you talk a little bit more about what the process modifications are there in terms of the outcomes verification? And why
is this sort of a depressing effect on revenue but yet you call out that it's going to be a positive driver of outcomes going forward?

Rich Montoni - MAXIMUS - CEO
 
Good morning, Constantine. I'd be pleased to answer your question. And as we get into the UK discussion, I think it's important to understand the basis for the revision. And I'll
get to your detail question in a moment, Constantine, but what's happening here is, for this relatively new program, every quarter we have more experience, we become more
confident in our model.We've refined the model based on real experience to date, real data. I am pleased to say that the frontend drivers are proving out actually a bit more
favorable.We talk about them being volumes, more favorable mix shift, I think last time we talked we were seeing a mix shift towards the easier population to serve.That seems to
be righting itself and coming  back to what we initially expected. Placements are on track. It's the outcomes that have been a bit softer and in part that has been a function of the
verification process.
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As we go through this, in order to be entitled to an outcome payment, we have to verify that we in fact placed that individual and that individual reached the outcome payment
point, which depending upon the type of individual, might be 13 weeks or 26 weeks.
 
The process that the government has had in place basically hung up some of these individuals in the verification process. And it's a meaningful number.The government has since
remedied that situation to facilitate clearing the backlog in the short term and then remedying the process on a go forward basis. In particular, the prior model had called for a
government verification of the ongoing employment achieving the employment hurdle. They've modified that to allow -- and previously they also required us to verify it with the
employee. Now they're allowing us to verify it with the employer which as you can imagine is easier to do than contacting the employee in some cases.

Constantine Davides - JMP Securities - Analyst
 
Okay, thanks, that's helpful. And maybe just piggybacking on the UK, the DWP posted some awards on the health assessment side and I'm wondering if -- I don't want to jump
the gun here, but wondering if you can talk a little bit about the opportunity there because it looks like you guys picked up a few lots.

Bruce Caswell - MAXIMUS - President and General Manager, Health Services
 
Which specific -- this is Bruce Caswell.Which specific awards are you referencing?

Constantine Davides - JMP Securities - Analyst
 
The health and disability framework.

Bruce Caswell - MAXIMUS - President and General Manager, Health Services
 
Indeed. And again, like the Work Programme, this was just a framework award, so this gives you the ability to then compete for the specific regions in which you've earned that
privilege. So we're excited about that having passed through that qualification process and we're evaluating that opportunity and potential to partner in that area going forward.
So it's an important first step and I think it's a good validation of the capabilities of the firm in that adjacent market.

Rich Montoni - MAXIMUS - CEO
 
But to be clear, it's a framework award as opposed to a specific award or contract award, so there's really no revenue associated with it at this point in time.

Constantine Davides - JMP Securities - Analyst
 
Got it. And then lastly, just one for Dave. On the tax issue, can you just tell us when that came to your attention? And should we be modeling 38% as kind of the 3Q/4Q tax rate?
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David Walker - MAXIMUS - CFO
 
Yes. This relates to state taxes and we recently this quarter completed our corporate tax return, so a normal part of the process is to review the prior year estimates related to
taxes. So the largest portion of this $0.09 relates to fiscal '11 and it's a true up that' done when the tax return gets completed which, again, happened this quarter.We treat it as a
discrete charge, and to accountants that means we're booking it so it doesn't confuse what is a normalized provision. So the normalized provision which shows the higher impact
for fiscal '12 of the state rate is 38%. So the full year actually retroactive and going forward is 38% and this $0.09 is one-time charge which kind of takes the difference in
expenses of this quarter. And if you kind of look, if you were modeling out past fiscal '12, it's important to point out that the UK which had a los this year and is a lower tax rate,
actually hurts us because you have a loss so you get less tax benefit. So if you were thinking about it beyond '12, 37% is a more appropriate rate.

Rich Montoni - MAXIMUS - CEO
 
And Constantine, to answer your question, I think Dave may have answered it, but this came to our attention this quarter.

Constantine Davides - JMP Securities - Analyst
 
Okay, thanks.

Operator
 
Brian Kinstlinger, Sidoti & Company.

Brian Kinstlinger - Sidoti & Company - Analyst
 
The first question I have, and I joined late so sorry if you mentioned it, but I just heard the answer how the outcomes, basically some of them may have been missed between the
verification. Are you able to recoup that once they realize and you're able to give them verification of when the payments were due?

Rich Montoni - MAXIMUS - CEO
 
Brian, indeed we are.We have a number that are in the queue subject to verification. Realistically, I think a good percentage of them will be deemed to be verified and naturally
we would get the benefit of that.

Brian Kinstlinger - Sidoti & Company - Analyst
 
And then on the discussion on the UK shakeout of vendors, how do you -- in light of how the original competition went based on pricing, how do you think that the DWP weighs
price versus market share going forward?

Rich Montoni - MAXIMUS - CEO
 
That's a great question. I think it's a question that many governments will be facing in the future, how do they balance the right point on curve in terms of the benefits and costs.
And I think many are going to find that the benefit to the government is not maximized when they choose the lowest price.They will receive fewer placements, they will receive -
- they will receive service that will not be as efficient, that will not be as effective as the government would like. So I think clearly I would expect that the UK government is
taking a hard look at that and perhaps they will adjust their weightings as we go forward.
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Brian Kinstlinger - Sidoti & Company - Analyst
 
And if I could ask one more question, seeing how the outcomes based contract has been working out and in light of the pipeline of several countries looking at changing their
Welfare to Work programs that you've discussed in the past, are you prepared to take on more outcomes based pricing right now? And is that how you think the market is going
to go forward on new contracts?

Rich Montoni - MAXIMUS - CEO
 
I think it's going to be a blend.We will entertain, on an opportunity by opportunity basis, new work. I expect there will be some that we will feel comfortable moving forward. I
expect there will be some where we will not move forward. So we'll be selective. If we think it's an opportunity we feel comfortable we can deliver the results based upon the
terms and conditions, we would move forward. But it's not a categorical yes to all opportunities. It would have to depend upon the facts and circumstances.

Brian Kinstlinger - Sidoti & Company - Analyst
 
Great, thanks.

Operator
 
Frank Sparacino, First Analysis.

Frank Sparacino - First Analysis - Analyst
 
Hi, guys. I just want to be clear on the UK, the revision for 2012. I understand the comments made around the outcome as being temporary, so there obviously had to be
something from a permanent standpoint that forced a reduction. It's just not clear to me what that exactly is.

Rich Montoni - MAXIMUS - CEO
 
Good morning, Frank. Let me try to talk about this. Again, when we first estimated the revenue and costs and operating income, this program was yet to be launched. And as it
launches, we go through and collect actual data. And when you study this program, you're going to find that the drivers to revenue and to ultimate operating income are the
volumes that we receive, the mix of the cases that we receive, the percentage of those cases that we actually place, the percentage of those placements that actually get to the
initial outcome payment, it's either 13 weeks or 26 weeks, and then the percentage of those individuals, once they're placed in a job, what percentage remain in that job by week
for up to a number of months.
 
So the formula is fairly complex. It's based upon a number of interrelated variables. So every month as we've progressed and we learn actual experience, we've changed the
model accordingly. So the primary answer is that we simply received direct data to modify the model. And as a result, when we study those individual variables, we have
favorable variances on the volume side, on the mix side, on the placement side. It's the outcomes that we've modified, or we've taken down our assumption as it relates to what
percentage of those individuals will actually hit the outcome phase. So it's a minor tweak.What that does, Frank, it actually just takes some revenue and pushes it to the right and
it brings revenue a little bit down in each of the periods that we've been forecasting.

Frank Sparacino - First Analysis - Analyst
 
Okay, thank you. And then just a follow-up. Obviously there was quite a bit of news in the first quarter as it relates to the Work Programme and I'm curious if you've seen any
impact or fallout in terms of closer scrutiny of the program or any potential hurdles or roadblocks as a result of that.
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Rich Montoni - MAXIMUS - CEO
 
I think that there's been a fair amount of press in the United Kingdom and there's been one firm in particular that's received an awful lot of negative attention. I do think
categorically that programs like this will always be under the watcheye. Government programs do get an incredible amount of scrutiny in part because we're spending public
funds and also in part because oftentimes it's at the intersection of political differences.
 
So these programs do get a lot of attention and as a result it's very important for anybody operating in this space to pay attention to their billing integrity, to put forth really best
efforts, best practices in terms of the integrity of the bills that are submitted to the government. And whenever a firm slips up, and it's inevitable there will be isolated instances,
so it's a matter of having a good, solid billing integrity program, which MAXIMUS does, but those that don't are subject to criticism. And it's important that to the industry as a
whole, that it's isolated and it doesn't become an industry problem. At that point it could jeopardize an entire program. But I don't think we're there. I think in this particular case
the department is very comfortable with the performance of certain vendors including MAXIMUS and I think the department as well as MAXIMUS remains very, very much
committed to the success of the program. It's really intended to address head on a very important social issue and fiscal issue that they're trying to deal with.

Frank Sparacino - First Analysis - Analyst
 
Great, thank you, guys.

Operator
 
(Operator Instructions). Constantine Davides, JMP Securities

Constantine Davides - JMP Securities - Analyst
 
Thanks. One quick one on PSI.You called out $4 million of I guess integration expenses. Is that contemplated in the $2.20 to $2.30 EPS guidance or is it excluded? And I guess
is that a 3Q event or is it spread evenly across the next couple of quarters?

David Walker - MAXIMUS - CFO
 
It's excluded and it will largely be in Q3, a little bit coming into Q4.

Constantine Davides - JMP Securities - Analyst
 
Thanks, Dave.

Rich Montoni - MAXIMUS - CEO
 
Next question, please.

Operator
 
(Operator Instructions). Brian Kinstlinger, Sidoti & Company.
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Brian Kinstlinger - Sidoti & Company - Analyst
 
Great, thanks. Just one question. In the first half of the year, we've seen the shift towards managed care with Texas helping your earnings and revenue. I'm curious, is there any
particular state right now out there that is about to go through a similar process that will help drive incremental revenue and earnings to that -- maybe not to that degree given the
stage of them, but are going through something that's going to temporarily spike your earnings?

Rich Montoni - MAXIMUS - CEO
 
Bruce Caswell, would you respond to that please?

Bruce Caswell - MAXIMUS - President and General Manager, Health Services
 
Happy to. Yes, we continue to see this trend in the marketplace as we have indicated, that we expect to continue really though 2013. States are moving populations that
historically you might not have even considered eligible for managed care, into these programs.Without mentioning any specific states, there are activities really across the
country including some states where MAXIMUS is not a current provider that are seeking to shift populations for example from primary care case management models into full
capitated risk based managed care models. So we see it as creating strong market opportunity not just within our current client base, but beyond.

Operator
 
Frank Sparacino.

Frank Sparacino - First Analysis - Analyst
 
Hi, guys, just wanted to follow up on the Australia rebid. I'm curious as it relates to pricing on that contract relative to what you experienced the prior time around.Then also just
from a competitive standpoint what that process was like.

Rich Montoni - MAXIMUS - CEO
 
I'm very, very pleased to answer that question because it's a very significant highlight to not only the quarter but to the year. This is our largest contract I believe and this one,
Frank, the Australian government is very interesting in terms of how they go to market here. And it speaks to the earlier question about governments' bidding price and whether
or not we would move forward. This particular government I think has a great model. They don't bid price. They simply say to the vendors, this is the price that we will pay.
They have determined what's the optimal price for them to maximize their situation. So you don't bid price, you bid qualifications. And they hold your feet to the fire in terms of
getting the results done.
 
This particular case was not a rebid. It basically went and extended the contract of current providers who were performing at a three-star or better rating.They have a four-star
rating -- I'm sorry, a five-star rating process that rates the performance of the individual vendors. So they just automatically extended those who were three stars or better which
is even better than a rebid situation. Next question?

 
Operator
 
It appears we have no further questions at this time. This concludes today's teleconference. You may now disconnect your lines at this time and thank you for your participation.
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Slide:           1 Title:                      David N. Walker Chief Financial Officer and Treasurer May 3, 2012  Fiscal 2012 Second Quarter Earnings    A number of statements being made today will be forward-looking in nature. Such statements are only predictions and actual events or results may differ materially as a result of risks we face, including those discussed in our SEC filings. We encourage you to review the summary of these risks in Exhibit 99.1 to our most recent Form 10-K filed with the SEC. The Company does not assume any obligation to revise or update these forward-looking statements to reflect subsequent events or circumstances.

 
 



 
 

 
Slide:           2 Title:                      Selected Financial Results from Continuing Operations                                                                                                *All numbers reflect the two-for-one stock split Q2 revenue grew 7% compared to last year, driven by Health Services and offset by lower revenue in Human Services due to the planned ramp up in the UKQ2 operating income, excluding net legal recoveries, was $26.8 million  and operating margins were 11.0% Revising tax rates upward, Q2 results include a discrete tax charge of $3.0 million, or $0.09 per diluted share; in addition, increased tax rate for the year to 38% GAAP income from continuing operations, net of taxes, totaled $14.2 million, or $0.41 per diluted share, which also includes $0.01 of legal recovery benefitExcluding the $0.01 recovery and $0.09 tax charge, adjusted diluted EPS from continuing operations were $0.49

 
 



 
 

 
Slide:           3 Title:                      Health Services Segment                                           Q2 revenue increased 17% to $161.2 million driven by the managed care expansion in Texas, organic growth from new work and strong volumes in existing programs. Completed contractually planned activities for the managed care roll out in Texas which bolstered revenue in the first half of the year. Since ramped down the expansion activities and expect contributions from this contract will return to more normalized levels beginning in Q3Q2 operating income was $18.2 million and operating margin was 11.3%. Continue to experience favorable volumes in a couple of contracts, most notably in our federal Medicare appeals businessOperating margin lower due to normal life-cycle fluctuations in contracts such as new programs in the first year of the business cycle and recent rebids. Also had increased bid and proposal activities in SG&A.  Revenue growth from the lower margin TX contract lowered margin in the quarter.  $ in millions

 
 



 
 

 
Slide:           4 Title:                      Human Services Segment                                           Q2 revenue totaled $82.3 million and lower than the previous year due to transition and associated revenue ramp up on the new UK Work Programme contract As expected, losses in the UK peaked in Q2 and we still remain on track for the contract to break even in Q4Similarly, the UK contract lowered Q2 operating income in the quarter which totaled $8.6 million with operating margin of 10.5%Despite the losses in the UK, results compared to last year were only slightly down because the prior year period included a $4.2 million loss on a fixed price contract that has been successfully resolved$ in millions

 
 



 
 

 
 Slide:           5 Title:                      Updated Guidance for the UK Contract                                                                FY12 Headwind                                FY13 Boomerang Program ties vendors to longer-term outcome-based payments; we are starting to achieve confirming data points that provide us with better trend data, improve visibility and allow us to update our financial modelNow expect revenue to be a little lower but the bottom line is still tracking in-line with expectations and operating margin assumptions remain unchanged at 15% for the out years. Top-line refinement driven by a number of factors.  Current trends:  1) Experiencing higher volumes than original plan.  2)  Caseload mix is self correcting with harder-to-serve caseloads returning to expected levels. 3) We are achieving our planned job placements.   4) Our outcome achievements rates  are softer, due in part, to the outcome verification process which DWP modified and should help outcome rates going forward.All these factors create a short-term impact on revenue.  We remain on track to break even in the fourth quarterMost importantly, fundamentally on track for FY 13 and beyond.  We remain optimistic on the longer-term outlook of the program and expect it to be a solid contributor to profitability over the life of the contract

 
 



 
 

 
Slide:           6 Title:                      Balance Sheet and Cash Flows Other Placeholder:                                                                                     Net income contributed to strong cash flows; exceptionally strong cash flows due to solid receivable collections with DSOs of 55 daysCash provided by operating activities from continuing operations of $41.5 million in the quarter, with free cash flow* of $36.4 millionSound balance sheet  at March 31, 2012 with cash and cash equivalents of $229.5 million, of which approximately 51% was held overseasNo share repurchases in quarter in anticipation of the PSI acquisition; purchased PSI with $67 million in cash and expect non-recurring merger-related expenses of approximately $4 million *The Company defines free cash flow as cash provided by operating activities less cash paid for property, plant and equipment and capitalized software We remain committed to the right balance of capital deployment to drive long-term, sustainable growth and shareholder value.

 
 



 
 

 
Slide:           7 Title:                      Updating FY 2012 Guidance                                                      Raising revenue guidance from $980M - $1.015M to $1.030B - $1.060BExpect PSI acquisition to bring additional revenue of $55M - $60M for FY12 (40% attributable to the Health Services Segment and 60% attributable to the Human Services SegmentStill expect fiscal 2012 top-line growth, driven by Health Services Segment Reiterating adjusted diluted EPS from continuing operations of $2.20 - $2.30; We expect up to $0.05 of accretion from PSI which is offset by the increase in full-year tax rates to 38%Making significant progress on the change order discussed last quarter; still expected to occur in the back half of the year, likely Q4.  Estimated at approximately $0.08 per diluted shareStill expect to achieve our guidance range with or without the change orderUpdating cash flow guidance; now expect cash provided by operating activities derived from continuing operations of $100M - $120M and free cash flow from continuing operations of $75M - $95M

 
 



 
 

 
Slide:           8 Title:                      Richard A. Montoni President and Chief Executive Officer May 3, 2012                      Fiscal 2012 Second Quarter Earnings

 
 



 
 

 
  Slide:                      9 Other Placeholder:                                           Pleased to report another solid quarter; on track to achieve full-year guidanceOne of our short-term goals was to make qualified acquisitions; we’ve been deliberately selective, seeking opportunities that complement and fit well within our current business portfolio; seeking close-fitting companies that we understand well and we view as low risk with attractive upside; the PSI acquisition fits this model perfectly and is an important step towards achieving our short term goals Like MAXIMUS, PSI has a core focus on the administration of health and human services government programs: Medicaid and CHIP administration, child support enforcement and welfare-to-work contracts, as well as specialized consulting servicesPSI contracts currently run below our 10-15% operating margin range with several key projects in start-up phase; our long-term goal is to institute business optimization strategies to bring these margins up to at least 10% over the next several years   A full integration effort is in place for a swift, but thoughtful, combination of our businesses with a seamless transition; service delivery to clients remains our number one priorityThe addition of PSI improves our ability to help our clients meet their challenges of running efficient and effective public programs; acquisition yields a great number of benefits to clients, including increased effective operational resources, efficient shared services, enhanced subject matter expertise, innovative BPO and technology, and financial stability Title:Overview of PSI Acquisition

 
 



 
 

 
 Slide:           10 Title:                      PSI Acquisition: Health Services                                                      The acquisition of PSI brings seven new Medicaid and CHIP contracts, including marquee CHIP clients, such as Georgia and FloridaWith the addition of PSI’s health portfolio, MAXIMUS serves an additional two million CHIP and Medicaid beneficiariesPSI brings innovative approaches to meeting policy and program requirementsThe combination offers a broader range of technical and operational capabilities, and additional economies of scale to meet the diverse needs of our clients betterAs states plan for Health Insurance Exchanges, MAXIMUS and PSI together offer additional options and long-term stability for existing and potential clients

 
 



 
 

 
Slide:           11 Title:                      CHIP Market Presence Grows by Four States

 
 



 
 

 
Slide:           12 Title:                      Medicaid Market Presence Grows by Two States & DC

 
 



 
 

 
Slide:           13 Title:                      PSI Acquisition: Human Services                                                                The acquisition of brings on new welfare-to-work and consulting contracts and meaningfully grows our market share in child supportPSI brings new qualifications that now open up entirely new adjacent child support markets where MAXIMUS has historically not been a meaningful playerPSI brings a long-history of success in the child support market with extensive experience and industry-leading best practices

 
 



 
 

 
Slide:           14 Title:                      Enhanced Child Support & Workforce Services Presence                                                                                                Acquisition of PSI brings an additional 44 child support and 4 workforce services contracts to the MAXIMUS Human Services portfolio.

 
 



 
 

 
Slide:           15 Other Placeholder:                                           PSI offers additional operational resources to tackle the increasing demand and fill in gaps where we may have been resource constrained in the past As market demand for our services continues to increase, acquisition brings more resources to bear as we grow the business and capitalize on new opportunities, here in the U.S. and abroad Excited about the breadth and depth of experience and innovation PSI employees bring; we share a common commitment of serving our government partners, and ultimately improving the lives of citizens around the world Title:More Resources for Future Opportunities

 
 



 
 

 
Slide:           16 Title:                      U.S. Health Care Reform Update                                                                While we can’t speculate on the outcome of the ACA hearings, we have a completed a thorough analysis of our strategy under the various potential outcomesOne variation is a gradual ramp for the establishment of exchanges on a state-by-state basis; April 17 Reuters piece noted that some states are moving ahead with reform efforts regardless of Supreme Court direction; 16 states and the District of Columbia have legislation or executive orders for the implementation of ACAUnderlying fundamental social challenges don’t go away just because the law is changed or modified; underserved and uninsured populations more likely to use costly emergency services for routine medical problems and must be connected to coverage that best meets their individual needs. HIX procurements rolling out as anticipated, with initial focus on technology bids designed for system integrators; MMS is not a system integrator, so selectively participating on initial bids in a subcontractor role to gain tactical presence as HIX market continues to progressHIX isn’t just about technology; once the technology is built out, the operational focus will shift to the BPO and health care consumer engagement and service; these administrative functions are right in the sweet spot for MAXIMUS; look forward to applying our experience and best practices from Medicaid and CHIP to the Exchanges

 
 



 
 

 
Slide:           17 Title:                      Update on International Operations                                                                In the UK, Work Programme operations running at full speed; still expect to break even in Q4 of FY12; lower revenue forecast for the year balanced by the recent process modifications implemented by DWP are expected to improve the outcome verification going forward; we run these programs with a large portion of variable costs which allows us to efficiently and effectively manage resources to achieve our bottom-line results  UK government plans to publish performance outcomes for Work Programme vendors; results are expected in the fall, but UK Employment Minister anticipates results could lead to a “shakeout” in the supply chain of vendors; we believe our performance has been strong relative to the pack and we are well on our way to making this a successful projectRecently signed the three-year, $450 million extension to our Job Services Australia contract; as a result of our exceptional performance, we picked up some new work in Ipswich, South Brisbane and Western Downs through reallocations; new work increases our national caseload by approximately 3%

 
 



 
 

 
Slide:           18 Title:                      New Awards and Sales Pipeline                                                      Investors should expect routine fluctuations among the new sales and pipeline categories, driven by the different stages in the procurement process, as well as the timing of when contracts are awarded and ultimately signed. Includes $450 million extension in Australia, which takes current contract through June 30, 2015

 
 



 
 

 
Slide:           19 Title:                      Conclusion Other Placeholder:                                                      Making solid progress on our short-term goals Successfully ramping up operations in the UK and remain on track to achieve breakeven status in the fourth quarter Continue to move forward with our business development plans for winning our fair share of health care reform contracts   Completed the strategic acquisition of PSI, a growth platform that will help us drive long-term value for our shareholders.  Acquisition is prudent use of cash as we drive growth in our core markets; moving forward, we intend to employ the same fundamental principles of cash deployment : Investing in business development and growth prospects across all our markets, including both organically and through acquisition  Continuing our quarterly cash dividend strategyExecuting our share buybacks in an opportunistic fashion The team remains committed to growing the business and delivering long-term shareholder value


